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ABSTRACT
I

Angel-o M. Biondi
December 1976

Direcred by:

prograrn: Creative
Studies
This study was designed to i.nvestigate
selected ereative assess_
rlent measures for any predominant
focus with respect to the
osborn_
Parnes five_step Creative problem_Solving
Mode1. It was hoped that
current
measures could be

identified as being of

some

diagnostic

value
in determining an individuar-fs
strengths or weaknesses within
the dif_
ferent stages of the Model.

A total 0f forty-one current
assessment measures were
examined.
The test ori'ginators were
contacted and asked to anaryze
the activities
within each of their tests for
relevancy to the steps within
the osborn_
Parnes Mode1. There responses
were tabulated and further
analyzed.
of the forty-one measures,
seven, or .,7.1 percent
related to Fact_
Finding; six, or L4.6 percent
related to problem_Finding;
twenty six, or
63'4 pereent related to
rdea-Finding; six, or 14.6
percent related to
Sol"ution-Finding; and ten,
or 24.4 percent related to
Acceptance_Finding.
Most of the rneasures investigated
tend to identify divergent
abilities' only six of the
forty-one measures, identified
as bei.ng

1V

convergent

in nature by the test originators,
related to sor-ution_Find_
ing' parnes hinser'f feels
that none of them truly
did in terms of his
model, because they did
not specifically relate
to deliberate criteria
devel0prn6nt' which is
the crux of the solution-Finding
Within the purpose,

step.

and limi.tations

of this study, the
".o[;b,
hypothesis that current
assessment measures
can be matched with
creative
problem_solving processes
within the
-'- vouvru-rarnes
Osborn_par
Model

supported

appears

to

be

experinental research
is needed to determine
whether these
measures can indeed
be used to identi.fy
individual strengths and
weak_
nesses wj-thin the
Mode1.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Geney,al fnfu,oduction

A review of the r-iterature revealed a considerabr-e
variety of
definitions of creati-vity. Rhodestl was abre to examine
and sort fifLy_

six major definitions into four major categories deaLing
with: r) persons,
2) process, 3) interaction of human and envi.ronment,
and 4) product.
sj'nce this study will focus on process, Rhodes,2
definition is
quite si.gnificant:
The term pTocess appldes to motiuat.Lon" pez,ceptr,on,
Leanning,
thinking, and eormrrunicating.

on to raise several_ essential questions:

He went

wat

az'e tLte stages of the cz'eatiue thtnking
p,oeess? can
tLte creati.ue thinki,ng proeess be taught?

r-iterature also revealed a number of responses
as to the
nature of the creative process.
The

Simpson3

defined creative ability as:

. the ini.tiatiue

uhi.ch one eudden^ce9 by his pouet,
to
f,om the usial'"z,qunn"n of tLtought t-nto
an
aL_
togethez, diffez,ent thouqht.

bz'eak awag

(1961-),;f:rl|:des' "An Analvsis of creati-vitv, " Phi Delta Kappan 42
2rbid., p. 308.
3n' u' siupson,
'rcreative
+'luq5r'r4Lru''
'v rrnaginati
ot-rr, Ame,iean Jouz,nal of

PsyeLtologa 33

(L922)2235

to Spearmanr4 creativity involves:
. the poaer of the Vaman mind to cy,eate neu eontent--

According

bg tz,ansferz.ing z,elations and thereby genenating neu ,cory,eLates|--ertends its sphere not only to r.epresentatLon dn
'Ldeas" bilt also to fulLg sensuous presentations.

Ghiselin5 suggested that ciieativity is:

. the pyocess of cLmnge" of deuelopment,
i.n the onganizatdon of subjectiue Life.

of

euoluti,on

Harris6 described the process as:

. z,ealizl:ng the need" gatheri.ng information, thi,nki,ng
th.rough, imagining soLutdons" uerificati.on" and putting
t d.eas to uotk.
SteinT and Murray8 shared the opinion that creati-vj-ty
process which produces novel- works
Mednick9 described

is

a

that have social worth.

the creative thinking process as:

. the forming of assoeiatipe elements into neu combinations uhich ei,ther meet specified requirernents ot are in
s?me uaA usefuL. The more mutuaLly y,emote the elements of
the neu combi.nation, the moz,e creatiue the pz,oeess or solution.
4C. Spearman, Cyeatiue Mind. (New york: Appleron, 1931-),

p. l4g.

5s. Ghiselin, ed., The C,eat.?:ue pz,ocess.
A Syrnposdum. (New

York: Mentor, 1-955), p. 2.
6n. e. Harri.s, "Creativity j-n Marketing
r,, Ct,eatiui,ty, ed.
P. Smith (New York: Hasri-ng House, L95g)r pp. L43-L66.

7M. I. Stein, "A Transactional- Approach to Creativityr,,
The
uni.uens-ity .of utah Reseayeh conference on the rdent.Lfication of
cz'eatiue sc'Lentific Talent" ed. c. ttr. Taylor (sal-r Lake city: university of Utah Press, 1-956).

1"-955

Bn. R. Murray, "Vi-ci-ssitudes of Creativityr, C,eatiuitg and.
Anderson (New york: Harper, Lgsg). "
9S. R. Mednick, t'The Associative
Basis of the Creative process,
PsgcLtoLogicaL Reui.eu 69 (L962) :22L.

Its Cultiuation, ed. H. H.

Thurstonelo t.Lt that:

;"; ;rl:rrrT:,;Ti,:f

sd

sht

uht

1l

charac te r i

s ez, eatt-u e
""aa"au";;;Z;/#f.,f,;yrt;TZ#*trr[ZT"X;{}J".e*pLic.Lt
, Koestlerll offered
his theory of rbisociation,
' rhe ability
draw together unusual
frames.^of reference.
He viewed creative
.dn

as operating on more
than one pJ.ane,
which occurs on a si.ngl_e
plane.
Deweyr

ze

to

thinking

in

comparison to routi.ne
thinking

1rl

s-. problem_solving

.

model involved:

awareness that
. analysi"
or"ir,""oifflli- exisrs

. an understandingof the nature of the problem
' suggestions for possible
' testi.ng the aLrernarive solutions
rejecting them.
";i;;i ons and accepting or

I

Wa11as13

believed that by examining
a single achievement of
thought, he could distinguish
four
stages:

!l: *::t

dn tdme -t shall eaLL p:
y 1o t gm u a s,, inD e t t o of,?a"o

ot

t
it'-" ^!1: i?'i,ir:ri;:xr:i",::":l:*'.u".";,'3i;lrLz.*ffi
t1, n duz, in s?,,
\H'!r*:"f
"^t1
"
"
"1"ry'T::fii',;:":;:i{;:
u:"ii;ti,::;!z;;i"n,ii:;ifi:?.ri:"3=;i'_"*:z*37;'"
'&:fry";'y;",y1;;1',:[u!'ffi
1

t.

uon

:.

7

{"*:;*::'Ltr*EW*i*{iifu-fz,j,[#:,",_."
j,x_

;r:ri"I1o"i'"#fr'""fui:;f
tLon' And r shall add a
fout'th stase, of

"iJ.?fy:;:?';",*,TT:q;a',i'l,
veni.fi:JitrJlTi:"

10_

A._sou"z.eeb.xnl;rThurstone,

"The.scientific
-;: srudy of rnvenrive Talenrr,,
;:";;."." and H. F. Hardins

cor",t",[:.";"I:;"!iz:'ii"rryntr!nt?. ;;.
,tl:.
J.

p.

The Aet of Cz,eation (Newyork:
Macnillan
:"."r1er,
uewey, How We fVtink (Boston:
D. C. Heath,

,

Lg64).

1910).
13e' w"1L as,
?he Az't of Thought (New york:
4L.
Harcourr Brace, Lg26)

,

4

Based on

his research

InTith

inventors,

Rossmanl4 expanded Wa1Last

four stages to seven steps:

' )bseruati.on a need or diffi,cuLtg
. AnaLysis of of
the need
. A sutuey of aLL
infoz,nation
. A fonrm,LLation ofauailable
aLL objeeti,ue solut.tons
. A cz'itieal arnLysis of these solut,Lons for. thein aduantages
and di,saduantaqes
. The bi,rth
of a neu id.ea--t/ie,,inuentLon
' Erpenimentati,on to test out the most ptomising solution, and
the seLeetdon and perfection of the finnL emb"od.imenT fu,y'some
oy, aLL of the preui,ous steps.
divided the creative process into successive stages of
mental labor" incubation, illurnination, and deli_berate effort.
Tay1oa15

Torrancel6 viewed

it

as:

p"nouledge".
ct'encies" gop."
?ry
.missing eleients, dizrnrkoni.es,
onl i,dentifying
the difficulTy,
yoit1'o11s'. ma\ing guess.es- or' loriwlqti.ng"iyiirrl"nt"nioiitngobout"oti-_-"
defi,eieneies,- testing and TeTesDLw xnese nypothei,se; the
poss-ibly modifying and z'etestdng ihnm, and. "finalLy conrm,mi";icating the z,esuLts.

and so

Founder

of the creative

Education Foundation, Alex

F.

osbornlT

described a seven-step process consisti"ng of:

. Orientation - pointing up the problem
' Preparation - gathering pertinent data
. Analysis - breaking
down the relevant materi.al
. Ideation - piling up aLternatives by way
of ideas
. Incubation - letting up to invj_te illumination
. Synthesis - putting the pieces together
' Evaluation - judging the resul_ting ideas.
L4r- Rossnan, The psycvnLogy of the rnuenton (washington:
Inventors Publ_ishing, j-93L) , p. 57 .
15c. a. Taylor,
"cr-ues to creative Teachi ngr,, rhe rnst,uctot,
73 (October 1_963) :5.
16u.

Torrance, Manual

of Toz,r.ance Tests
fo,
_P..
of Creatiue rhinking
(Lexington, Massachusltts: personnel
press, Lg66),
p.6.
17A.

r.

rnte,pz.etation

osborn" Applied. rmagination (New york: scribners, 1953).

parnesr

lB u' associate
of osborn, defines the process

as

consisting of: Faet-Finding, problem-Finding,
rdea-Finding, sor-ution_
Finding, Acceptanee-Finding. Each
step is multifaceted, using both
divergent and convergent pro,cesses,
and interrelated with the others.
This model is most frequentli r.t.rr"d,
to as the osborn-parnes Model
of creative Thinking. rt wilr- be the
main focus of this studv.
The Need

for the Studu

rn the first chapter of a book on cyeatdui.tg
in

I^trhitfieldl9 dr"",r"sed creariviry

rndustz,g,

:

O:o,.n":, u,eatiuitg aas presented.
X:^:
tess and not wholly ai.thin ourl contz,ol"as somethi.ng time_
as a flash of i.n_
spi,ation pz'oducin"g
no forrn e*istea
a moment
befo,e' But one !ot*-'inZ"e
liazn oy ii,spinatto, arT"iJt pooar"n
Beethouen'"
Leonq,dots Mona Lt)sa oy.
se.eq,e'-b@tlaidq-

lhyke
.-NGenet aL agz,e eiffi- effi would.
be
accLa'imed
nastereieze"s
of ;;";inrz"7irr"t tn d,etail
and in the uh.ole,
^as but mueh mot,e
to theiz' finished state thai justttas nee.ei Lo bri.ng them
svtdp in cbpLunni tL"'"it""*',f
on_
"":."tl"itl--.oayt"
oot
.;L;.
anals sis and jud.gement in
form,
"p;;;;i;;!tn effect,
aohr:uu.tng"L;v;;;;";nd,
and sheer Lmz'd. u"oz.k tn at"tig:tng
aLi til*att"- togethez.
"
into one final
"ornposi.ti;;.."

yet, while there is

some agreement

from the proper implementation

of a mur-ti-staged

his associ"t""20 point out that:
Most studies

of

that creative acts result

ev'eati,u'Lty auoid

process, Maier and

-the ,questdon of a

meehanism

i:"0#1:iiUfi"7frr33:.n""udwith'i"d;;;d,;i,"ailff non"niiii
Lg67).
Lg75),

l8s' J'

,lnto.R'
20lt' R.

Parnes

,

ct'eatdue Beh'aui-or Gut)d.ebook (New york:
scribners,

trrlhitfiel-d, cYeati.ul:ty t)n rndustt"g (BaL_rimore:
penguin,

F. Maier,
and &,eati.uitg in rnd,,utduals
and fu'oups (Bel-monr, car-ifornia:
wadsworir, p.rtrlshing co., j_970).
pz,obLem_soLuing

I

Furthermore, the li"terature is very sparse
concerning 10ngi_
tudinal studies which d,emonstrate the abiLity
of creativity
assess_

ment measures

to predict future

performance.

or"rr"21 reported success with his battery
of tests for the

prediction of creativity,.ln machine design.
simir-ar1y, Torr
^n""22
reported success in l0ngi-tudinal stud.ies (of
varying timing)
whieh

utilized the Torrance Tests of
point out that:
No atternpt

s
adult
test

creati_ve

yet

Thinking" But, he went on to

d.etey,rntne whethey, cz,eq,t7:uitu
L' ZnZ i a":
; ;Zd;'.

adn,LniY:^2"":",mad.g
s t e z, e d t o e L ein e n t.to
ay, g
o, i
cz,eq.t.Lue achieu ernents.
" "Vr

"

"i- ";:iV*

"

In light of the nature and sparsity of the f-iterature,
the

above

findings can be viewed as providing only margj_nal
evidence of creative
performance predic

tabilitv.
S

tat

e

-

o

f - tLte - Ay, t

A state-of-the-art
L.

0u ez,u i. eu

overview points up:

The existence of a considerabLe
vari.ety

of creativity.

of definitions

2.

The existence of-a large number of
creati-vity assessment
measures with only marginal evj.dence
of
ance predictabiliry.
"r."iii. p.rfo*_

3.

The development

of a creative process model identifying
five distinct sequential stages,
which is known as the

Osborn-parnes
21w.

Creativity
2LL-2L2.

Mod.eL.

owens, t'The predictive
i.n Machine Design, " JoLu,naL

A'

validity of certain Measures
of creat.Lrn nnCrioi) llnail,of

22u-

ffi:;r;t

p- Torrance, "The predictive
validity of the
creative rhinking,,,
Jotunal o7

c"niiiin

Torrance

anhorioy, 6 (L972):

I

4'

The r-ack of evidence that creativity assessment
measures have been formal_l-y related to lh. O"bo"n_parnes
five-step Crearive problem_Solving Model_. iti" ,""
substantiated by parnes23 who further
noted lack of
evidence of creativity measures used diagnostlcalLy
to determine an individualrs strengths or weaknesses
withi-n the different stages of the osborn-parnes
except for related woqk now being done ry memtersModel,
or
the structure-of-rnter-ie'ct

rnstj-tute and the general
cl-assification work with/.groups reported
on some S_0_I
factors by Reese et aL.24
putpose
The purposes
1_.

?

of the Study

of this study are as follows:

To initiate an introductory investigation
into the
of diagnostic creativity assessment measures.

area

To examine sel_ected creative assessment measures,
both
in a general way and specifica'ly, ror-""v piliorirr"rrt
focus with respect to the Osborn_parnes fivl_step

Model.

3.

To determine whi.ch current measures

might be of dlag_
nostic val-ue in detennining an individialrs
strengths
and weaknesses within the differenr
stages of the five_

step Osborn-parnes
TL

Mode1.

To encourage others to conduct further
research i.nto the
development and appl-ication of diagnosti"
ment tools.
"i"riirre assess-

23P.r"orr"1 intervj.ew
with Sidney J. Parnes on September 10, Lg76.
24n. w. Reese et a1.,
"Effects of a Creative Studies program
S truc ture-o f
-Inte J_1ec t Factorsr" Jouz'nal of Educational psychotogA on
(L97 6):40j--410.
Oe

CHAPTER

II

A REVIEW OF THE LITEMTURE
RELATING
TO THE ASSESSMENT OF CREATIVITY

rn his recent
remarked

that:

.

ue?A

book on

creativity

feu pez,sons, ,"r:?:
ioell

i::ffimi ;:|:#Ui!"r:"

an-d.

and

intelligence,

we1sh25

ps4chologt sts aLike,

undez.sTood and susceptdble

origin of the empirical- study of
creativity has been rraced
to GaLtonrs efforts more than a
century ago.
The

back

Using historicaL

biographies as his source of
data, GaLton26 studied the geneology
of
hundreds of geniuses and eminent
men including authors, /poets,
and

playrights'

He proposed

observable Laws

that mental capacities are inherited
and fo110w

of transrnission.

C1osel_y al_l_ied

with this was Catte LL, s27 efforrs
involving
ratings of creari_vity. He made
use of the judgmenrs
Eo

of people qualified

rePort on the work of others.
25e'

s.
'
-we'sh, cz,eatdut)tg
-ffii:t;
t"*oi,Zi"i
i lH.T:;',, iii,

,on,nrunlj:;
science

?;*t

and
s

;

rntelligenee:

pez,sonality

npp,oacvt
i.;;;::u,,1i.," r.yA o r rro,ii -c",o1i,,.

,{7"^#iru,:"T:r;1;; .An rnqui.ny into i.ts Laas and

I;;rY;" rr'ii;;tii r;t-i;":'stical

srudv or Emi.nenr Men,,, popuLat

I

9

Termanr"28

totk with an ingenuity test led him to view inven-

tive qual-ities as being separate from inteLligence.
Chassel-l-29 devised a battery of tests of original-ity incl-uding:
Word BuiLding,
P:t.zz1e,

ecies,

Picture Writing, Analogues, Original Anal-ogues,

Chal-n

Triangle PuzzLe, Royeers Ring, Compl-etion Test, Economic Proph-

Code

Test, Invention for Sheet Music, and Novel Situations (con-

sequences). It woul-d seem that Chassel-l- and Termanrs efforts marked the

start of the cognitive or inteLl-ectual orientation to creativity.
Reference

to

several-

of the

above

tests

agair. appear

in a work

an
by Boraas.JU Descriptions and scoring directions for eight tests of

"irnginative thinking" incLuding the Painted Cube Test, InterpretaEion
of Ink B1-ots, and Imaginary Journey Test are presented by the author.
A short time later l{argreav.s3l cal-l-ed particular attention to
the roLe of imagination in creative thinking. He firml-y believed rfl-uencyt to be the essential el-ement in inagination, and the twelve tasks
which he employed were scored

for fl-uency and originality.

T."t for Creative Imagination deal-s primarily with
"32
visual irnagery stirnuLi to creative action. It was his opinion that :a
Siurpsont

28i,. u" Terman, "Genius and Stupidity: A Study of

tBrightt

Intellectual Processes of Seven
Pedagogical Seminary L3 (L906) 2307 -373.

and Seven

29t. yt. chassel-L, trTests for original-ityr"
ttonql PsgcLnLogy 7 (L9L6) z3L7-329.
301. Boraas,

TeacVt:Lng

to Think

(New

Some of the
fstupidt Boysr"

Jouz'nal

of

Educa-

York: Macmil-lan, L922).

31tt. 1,. Hargreaves, ttThe Faculty of Imagination," BrLtish

Jouz,naL

of

PsychoLogA, MonograpLt SuppLement

3

(L927).

32n, .1. Simpson, "Creative Imaginatiottr" American Jout'nal of
Psgchology 33 (L922).

l_0

creativity test should be adrninistered in conjunction with an intelligence test in order to get a more accurate picture of the individualrs
capalil-ities.
Thorndike's33 contpibution came through
probLem-soLving behavior

of cats. considered a

experiments minimized the deliberate approaches
emphasized

trial

and

Hargreave"34

his experiments on the
cl_assic by many, these

to

problem-so1_ving and

error behavior.

""ot.d

these tasks for fluency and. originality:

word Building and composition, Ebbinghams Test, rnvention

of stories,

rndeterminate pi.cture completion, unfinished

BJ_ots, rn_

determinate Language compl-etion, unfinished

stories, rnk

stories, writing

words,

Probable Situations, and Inaginary Situations.
Focus on personaL dimensions surfaces again

ductivity

in

Lehmarrts35 pro-

to creatj.vity. In what has become a cl-assic work
in the fieLd, Lehnan36 plotted the rel-ationships between creative proapproach

ductivityr sger and profession.
WeLch3T

introduced the assessment of creativity through tasks

invoLving the formation of new combinations. Tasks included: (1)

33s. T.. Thorndike, "Animal Intelligence:
An Experimental Study
Anirnal-s r" PsychologieaL Reuieu, Monognaph
Supplement S (i_898).

of the Associative process in

11.
JaHargreaves,
The Faculty

35u. c. Lehman, "The
MontVtly 85 (1937).
36tt. c. Lehman, Age

University,

of

Imaginati.on.

creative years: Best Booksrt, scientt,ftc

and. Achieuement

(Princeton: princeron

l_953) .

371. w.l-.h, "Recombination of Ideas
JoutnaL of Applied psyehology 30 (L946).

in Creative Thinkingr"

1L

constructing rneaningful
sentences , (2) constructing
letters of the al_
phabet, (3) constructing
a short srory, and (4)
constructing pieces of

furniture

frora wooden blocks.

' vernont"3B rrnaginative construction
Test for chir.dren invor-ves
story telling based on
four bol0red pictures:
The Elder_Tree Fairy,
The
shiprirrecked sail0r,
the Queen and the
Anong the researchers

Magician, and The Man
on the
of the past guarter century,

camer_.

Guilford

his associ'ates are the
most prolific.

and

Their battery of tests
iner-ude
the fol.Lowing which are
cormercial.ly avai1ab1er39
ALt"*ate [Isgs, Asso_
ciative Fluency' consequences,
Expressional Fluency,
rdeational Fluency,
New uses' pertinent
possible
Questions,
Jobs, seei.ng probLems,
simile
rnterpretations, utiLity
Test, word Fluency, Decorations,
Making objects,
and Sketches. Much
of contemporary research,
such as that conducted
by

Parnes and Noll_err40

The findings

tivity

utilizes

of

and i.ntelligence

3s 'ra

one

or more of these

measures.

Getzer_s and Jacksonrs
cr.assi.c researeh on
crea_
r^/ere reported i.n
Lg62.4L creativity r,ras
defined

fairly specific type of
cognitive ability refr-ected
in performance
on a seri'es of paper-and-pencil
tests.,' The fi.ve tests
in the creativitv
cr,irar.,,]i'*;"i;u:i,' jJid')T\r"FIi:ffiT:;;;;tffi
ff i:riveconsrrucrionin

rnc.,

p.

F z. e e dom

cur""

t.'';:-';l;il*il;1,'ffff;;jfT#rl"u"norogicar.
li:;,i;" :TT :- :T"li rl;"I: lrihrl:,*

v"rflttnlrl;rl"rt

;Zi;.and

d

sup ez,s ani.

P' w. rackson, cz,eatiut)ty

and.

ts

services,

:

cvnnn

rntelll

e

L

ed

senee

I
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battery were: word Association, uses
for Things, Hidden shapes, Fables,
and Make-up problems.
L?
, Harris'defines creativity as the ability
to

of unique

and workable ideas^when presented

with

new

produce

or routine

His creativity test is a combination
of five measures:

tivity,

common

situations,

General Reasoning,

0riginality.
Harris and simbergt"43

AC spark

a quantity
probrems.

probr-em sensi_

praetical Judgment, and

plug Test asks for

of a described situation, explanations
of statements
improvements of co,nmon appliances,
sor-utions to

consequences

assumed

to be true,

si.tuational problems,

and uses

of

cormnon

owens and

objects.

his associates44

developed

tests to discriminate be_
tween creative and non-creative
machine designers. The battery
included

the Power source Apparatus Test,
Design-a-Machine Test, Three
Di.mensional
Space Relations Test, and Fi.gure
Matrices Test.
Flanagan45 developed a

multiple choice assessmenr measure,
rngenious sol-utions to Problems,
whi-ch he adninistered to college
subjects.
42n. n- Harris,
"The Devel-opment and validation of a Test
of creasni'tu"*ri*ia,,"

:l;:.i';lll];rrfl3l'it1tr?.3;;:i*to"
43n'

n' Harris

and

;;;";; ilr"ir*"",

univ-

A. L. simberg,
_

AC Test of cz,eati.ue Abdli.ty,
;;
;;
ji$i:r
ff ux:t:1,y7:?13,, ?* *:; r
";;, i,, * o,",s i n, cene r
o

r

a

44,,
"l,tl.

li"ir8f
ed.
and

A. Owens, C. F. Schumacher and J. B.
Clark, ,,The Measure_
in Machine Design, ,'-,riiirJt Jy appzted
psyeholosy
,ireativitv

45r' c' Flanagan,
"The Defiririqr and Measureperr of rngenu
c' w. rav10r and F. Barron,
ityr,,
ieilnttft."-a;";;;;ily: ns Recosndtion
Deuelopmenf, (New york: Wil_ey,
tgOSl r pp. B9_9g.
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rt tests the ability to invent or discover a solution
which represents
an unusually neat, eLever, or surprising way
of sol-ving an existing
problem.

the originality,. assessment measures employed by Barron46
and his associates are the Mosaic constructions,
Anagram Test, rnkbl0t
Test, syrubol--Equivalence Test, and the Barron-llersh
Anong

Art

ScaLe.

Torranc.4T and h's associates developed severarbatteries of
test tasks applicabl-e to all cultures from kindergarten
through graduate
school. They are among the most wideJ_y used measures

of their kind, and
incl-ude: (1) rasks designed to revear_ subjectrs
abir-iry to fill in gaps
in knowledge--Ask*and-Guess; (2) tasks evaLuared for flueney,
frexibil-ity,
originality, and elaboration--Prod,uct rmprovement,
unusuaL uses,

poser rmaginative Stories, sounds and
rmages, Mother Goose; and
that tend to discriminate between good e1-aborators

Just sup-

(3)

tasks

and productive origina1

thinkers--picture construction, Figure completion,
and Repeated closed
Figures.
Mednick?"48 *"roae Associates Test

is a 3O-item convergent-type

neasure. Respondents are asked to see rel-ationships
between seemingly
mutuall-y remote ideas and to form them i-nto new
associ-ative combinati_ons
which are useful

or meet specified criteria.

46r. Barron,
"The psyehol-ogy of rmaginationr,, ser)entific
199 (19s8):L5t-L66

Amert)ean

47n. p. Torrance, ,,ExampJ-es
and Rationar_es
Assessing crearive Abii.iries ,', Jorz,nal of creiiiue of Test Tasks for
nehauion

2

r_65-178

4Bs.

Lg67).

(r_96g) :

e. Mednick, Remote Assoctates Test (Bostgn: Houghron, Miff'in,

L4

Worthen and CLark49 h^u" devel.oped the Functional-1-y Remote Asso-

ciates Test, which they claim is more a measure of divergent thj-nking or
creative ability and J-ess a measure of intel-Ligence than Mednick's Remote

Asso"i"t"" Test.
Starkweath.r5o focused oh'a"""""ment measures designed

for

use

with preschool children. The Starkweather Form Board Test and ColorPreference Test measure conforming (complying, adhering
and non-conforming

Target

Game

challenge

to

standards)

(willing to be different) behavior; the Starkweather

measures wil-Lingness

to try difficul-t tasks, to accept the

of a cal-cuLated risk; and the

Starlcrueather Origi-nal-ity Test

tests for original ideas (the greatest variety of responses).
51 q' -51

GoughrJL'J"

the originator of the Adjeetive Check List,

developed and administered severaL new measures

engineering conmunities! the

scientific

scientific word association 1ist,

and

to the scientific

incompl-ete sentences

test,

has
and
a

a scientific uses test.

498. n. Worthen and P. M. Clark, "Toward an Improved Measure of
Remote Assoeiational- AbiLityr" Jouv'nal of Educational Measurement B
(1-971-)

zLL3-L23.

50n. f. Starktreather,
"Creativj-ty Research Instruments Designed
for Use with Preschool Chil-drenr" Joutna,L of Creatiue Behauiov, 5 (L97L)

z

245-255.

51U.

c. Gough, A Scientific InconrpLete Sentenaes Test and fts
to Creati,uity (to be published in L976).

ReLqti.,onships

52n. e. Gough, "Studying Creativity by Means of trford Association Testsr" Journal of Applded PsyctnLogy (accepted for publ-ication
Le76) .

53tt. G. Gough, "A New Scientific Uses Test and Its Rel-ationships to Creati-vity in Researchr't Journal of Creatiue Behauior 9 (1975)
245-252.
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Some Unz,esolued

fssues ReLating

to Creatiuitg

There

Assessment

is the term ttcreativitytt itse]-f . Thorndiker54 in

article concerning the measurement of creativity,

an

asked:

uhethey, there is any contrnon chaz,actey'istic twnni,ng
tvtrougLt these tests to uL.lich tLte cormnon term ,creatiuitlyil
may Legitimatelg be appLi,e:d. This is an dmportant question" because if the uar,,Lous so-called ncreatiuity ieststl
qre measuyLng diffev'ent and LangeLy unrelated cvrnracteri,stics of pebple"," then us.Lng a common teym to includ. aLL
of then" or app_Lging a eotwnon desi,grntion to groups of people
ldent-i-fied by dnffey,ent ones of tLtbm, can be "p,oiuctiue of
nothi.ng but confusi,on.

their research to provide information about the meaning of creati-vity, Bennett and his associates55 concluded:
Addressing

. cz,eati,uitg i.s far fnom a uni,tary concept and t?tat
eareful stracturi,ng of the metVtods of mnasur,lng it is

needed.

B"rtorr'56 points out that:
.primany strategic eons'Lderatdon in buiLdinq tests of cneatduity
dev'i.ues fz.om the pnaeti.caL need. for. tZsfu uhi.ch (a)
can be ad'w:n7:stev'ed to gz,oups of subjeets rather tvtan to one
subject at a time, (b) ean be mechanically sconed wdthput
tLte i,ntermedi.ation of a r.ater, and (c) depend on sinrple

A

errumeration uhich can ydeLd frequency di,stv,ibuti,ons readilg
susceptibLe of stati,stl:cal anaLysi,s.

CoLLege

54n. r,. Thorndike,
"The Measurement of Creativityr, Teachers
Record 64 (L963)2422-424.

55c. r,. Bennett, J. E. Doppelt and A. B. Madans,
'creativi-ty
Ratingsr" Journal of Creatiue Behauion 3 (L969)z4L-49,

56r. Barron, "The psychology of creativityr" Neu Diyecttons
PsycLtology rr, ed. F. Barron, w. c. Dement, tr{. Edwards, H. Lindman,
L. tr{. PhiJ.1-ips, J. and M. Ol-ds (New york: Hol-r, Rineharr, 1_965), p.

i-n

l-3.

L6

But, he r^lent on t.o say:
This set of nequirements, LnueDer,, 'Lnrned-i,ately bwnps head-on
into the natuy,i of the cz,eatdue act, whi,ch most corwnonLy ts

to be Tecogndzed .must haue an obsevDev'
capg.ble of embraci'ng its conry:Leritdes '
what seems to be r.olll.u then is that the measures be adminis-

quite

conrpLex and

tered and/or interpreted by individuals who have been wel-l trained in

test theory and tesg interpretation and demonstrate interrater reliability.
And, al-though a survey of the literature revealed that a large
number

of creatj-Vity

assessment measuresr

in varying

of sophistication, are currentl-y available,
|

Lindauer

"57

degrees

of levels

we shoul-d not overl-ook

*utrrirrg,

Ho\teDer, sophistieated tec/rt"tque may not aluays be an
aduantage,1n ttnt one maA become oueydependent on tests
and ouez'uaLue theiz' cov'v'eLations.

To surmnarize,
assessing aspects
agreement, and

it would

seem

that past efforts have focused on

of a concept on whose definition there is not

that these measuresr if not properl-y administered

generaland

interpreted would generate data which might be misconstrued and misused'
AJ-though most studies analyzed creative individuals, they did
so by groups, noting highs and l-ows'

etc'

They

did not analyze indi-

viduals within the groups. Parnes, in the previously cited interview,
claimed

that he had no knowledge of

measures

to use assessmenE

to determine an individual-s strengths and weaknesses within

the

Lind,auer, The Psycttologdcal Study of Li'teratuu'e: Limita'
PosslbiLiti'es, and Accomplishments (chicago: Nelson-Hall, L974)'
571t.

tions,
p. 11-5 .

anyone attempting

s.

t7

creative process as defined by the Osborn-Parnes Model-. Nor did
revi"ew

a

of the literature reveal. any evidence to the contrary.
Reese

et a1.58 dia

make

a starL on relating

S-O-I factors to the Osborn-Parnes

some

of the

ModeJ-.

58R..=" et a1., Effects of a Creative Studies Program.

Guil-ford
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III

ngssARCH pRoBLEM AND THE HypornEsrs

Some Backqyound

Osbornts

attitude towards creativity as being an appLied,

teachable, and J-earnabl-e art, is shared by his associate Parnes.
Their approach to creativity from a rational-, problem-so1_vi-ng point

of view led them to the formul-atj.on of the increasingly
0sborn-Parnes

five-step Creative

Torrance and

popuLar

Probl-em-So1-ving Model.

his associate"59 d"""ribed this

model as:

. flerible and can be applied to alrnost any problem
subject mattey,. It is teacha.bLe at aLmost any age from
kindergaz,ten thtough graduate and professional school.

oz,

Numerous

process does,

studies have confirmed that traj-ning in the creative

in fact,

enhance

creative thinking abilities.60 Addi-

59n. p. Torrance, C. B. Bruch, and J. P. Torranee,
"Interscholastic Futuristic Creative Problem-Solvingr" JournaL of Cz,eatdue Behtauiot,
10 (l-976) zLLT-L25.

60n. S. Crutchfiel-d and M. V. Covington, "Programmed Instruction
and Creativity," Prognarrned fnstruet.Lon 4 (l-965); J. F. Feldhusen, D. J.
Treffinger and S. B. Bahlke, "Developing Creative Thinking: The purdue
Creativity Program," Jotu,naL of Creatiue BeTnuioy, 4 (L970):85-90; D. J.
Treffinger and R. E. Rlppl-e, "Progranrned Instruction in Creative Problem
Solvingr" EdueationaL Lead.ersVtip 28 (L97L)2667-675; E. P. Torrance, "Can
We Teach Children to Think Creati.vel-y?,'t JourrnL of Creatiue Behnuiot, 6
(1972)ILL4-L43; L. J. Buchanan and II. C. Lindgren, "Brainstorming in
Large Groups as a Facil-itator of Chil-drents Creati-ve Responses r" JoutnaL
of Psgchnlogy 83 (L973); c. A. Davis, PsychologA of Problem Soluing (New
York: Basic Books, L973); Parnes and Nol-l-er, Toward Supersanity; D. J.
Treffinger, S. M. Speedie and W. D. Brunner, ttlmproving Chil-drenrs Creative Problem-Sol-ving: The Purdue Creativity Project r" JourneL of Creatitse Belnuior B (L97 4): 20-30.

L9

tional- supporti.ve evidence is reported by parnes and his associates.6l

rt is appropriate to note, however, that there is
mentation over the nature and usage

of

some argu-

cornmonly used assessment meas-

ures to chart behavioral_ changes as brought about by creativity training

or instruction.
we1sh62 poi-nts

out that:

0n any test that z,equires speeifie kind.s of knouLedqe--uoy,d
meanzngs oz' 'Ltqns of dnfonmation, foz, eranrpLe--a peison who
Lacks thi.s backgt,ound is at a disaduantagi, He cannot ansu)er
ilems of thi,s nattu,e and uiLL g.et Lou Zeoy,e on sueh a cogni,.a
,riy.:!A^^9ltu_q,y?.qlyre, uhetVtey' t:t is
caLled a test of ez,eatiuity,
a'Luergent thLnkl'ng, or eDen general inteLLigenee. TLnts, a
subject,may be class'Lfied as tuncreatdue, o"z, tunintelLigent,
mer.ely, because Lte Laeks some paz.t.Lculav, bits of knouLeige z,equiz'ed by sueh

a test.

Treffinger and eoggio63 cite covington,s arguments (in press)
that:

. i,n ot'w attenrpts to deuelop measur,es of cneatiudty tvnt
ttf'Lttt ueLL into
psycvnmetz,ic prbee&,u,e", ,L r,oin
ofjen sacz'i'ficed-establdshed
some of the ebsentiaL atLz,i,bute" o7 tan;;;"ti,ue proeess. He contended tLnt tz,aditi,onaL mental mea,su.y.ement pz'ocedt'ues are chdvaeterized by. timed., speed.ed. pez,fonmance on a Large number of ddscreet ltans" ttutrs whtih o:npon_
sent artifiei,al and hdghly cont,iued situat.ionso and an
anpTmsis on standnrddzed sconi.ng pyoceduye" ord, uni,que,
specifie ab'Llities, ui.th eleatly defined. and. p,ese"Lua
61s. -r. Parnes and A. Meadow, ttEffects
of rBralnstorni-ngr rnstructions on Creative Probl-em-Solving by Trained and Untrained SubjEctsr"
JorwnaL of Edueatiornl psychoLogg 50 (L959)zL7L-L76; s. J. parnes and
E: A. Brunelle, "The Literature of creativity, part rr, Joutnal of ct,eatiue BeLtauiot'L (L967):52-L09; Reese et al-., Effects of a Crearive studies
Program.

62W.1"h,

Creativity and Intelligence, p. 3.
63p. .r. Treffinger and J. p. poggio,
"Needed Research in the
Measurement of Creativityr" Jouz,naL of C?eati,ue BeVnuioy, 6 (Lg72):253-267.
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requirements and d.Lrections, By conttast the creatiue
process i,s usuaLLy charaeterized by intense, pez,sonal
dnuoluement i,n one y,eaL probLem, oDer a Long period. of
time, wi,th an errphnsis on oy,dey,ing the problem, .o-oodr:nat2ng
-or managing onets effortso and attaining a pe'sonaL
soLuti,on.

Granted, current medsures may leave a great deal- to be desiredr64

but in spi-te of their shortcomings, researchers have and will- continue
to use these measures to (1) assess creativity in group studies, and/or

(2) Erack behavioral-

changes

in groups fo1-J-owing

exposure

to creativity

seminars and programs.
Researchers l-ike Parnes and Nol-l-et65

keenl-y aware

^tu
shortcomings and other pitfalLs connected with the
assessment measures

usage

of

these

of creativity

within their course offerings. Their

approach

worth examining:

rt is important to note that the tests used .Ln the euaLuation of the cv'eattue studies courses uere not tests in the
usual sense, construeted around the Language of the eouz:se.
Because of the wide uay,i,ety of tests used, most of them
requiz'ed considerable tz,ansfez, from the ki.nd.s of eretcises
and materiaLs

the students used i.n the elasses.

of the tests ealLed foz, utiLffiffi-on by knou_
. ALL
in
a uide oafi,ety of inc,easi.nfuEffffiLt mental
tasks, none of uvtich hnd been specificalLy pt,esented. anywhere in the eoursea.
Tredge.

Ledge

64treffinger

and poggio, Needed Research in Measurement of
Creativitv.
65P.rrr." and Nol-l-er, Toward Supersanityr pp.
39-40.

is
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TLte Need

There

tivity

for

tLte Present Study

is a paucity of literature concerning the use of crea-

assessment measures as diagnostic tool-s

of individuaL facility with
Creative Problem-Sol-ving

g.ach

to identify the

of the steps within the

degree

0sborn-parnes

i"todel-.

Parnes hirnself began prel-iminary investigations

in that direc-

tion during his involvement with high school- popul-ations.66 He administered to his subjects a series of fl-uency measures throughout the
seoester, providing them with individual- feedback. The students, in

turn'

their individual progress based on their test responses.
In subsequent research with Nol-l-er invol-ving students of the

graphed

state uni.versity college at Buffal-o, parnes made a simil-ar attempt at
informaL diagnostic procedures. Introduction

students were administered measures

to Creative

at the beginning,

Studj-es (CS 105)

midd.1_e,

and end

of the semester. This time the resul-ts were used as a basis for the
student interviews whlch were conducted throughout the
The
somewhat

efforts cited

informaL.

What

above may,

".*."t.r.67

at best, be considered Limited and

is needdd, then, is additional- research focus-

ing on this area.
66S.

. Parnes, t'prograrnrning Creative Behaviorr,, Titl-e VII
ProjecL Number 5-07L6, National- Defense Education Act of L958, Granr
Number 7-42-L630-2L3, SttMAB and Research Foundation of SlINy, A1-bany.
.f

67P"rrru" and No11-er, Toward Supersanity.
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The Speeifie ProbLem

This study

wi1-1-

assessmenL measures

facility with

each

attempt to categorize cormnonly used ereativity

as they might identify the degree of individual

of the s'teps of the five-step

Osborn-Parnes Creative

Probl-em-So1-ving Model-.

Limitations

arl.d DeLimitatlons

of the Study

of the study was l-imited to revi-ewing the more
frequently used or discussed creative assessment measures,
focusing on their potentiaL use as diagnostic tool-s.

L.

The scope

t

Recognizing that Parnes and NoL1et68
"otntehensively
araLyzed the tests developed by Guilford
and his associates,
this study wi1-I utilize on1-y those Guil-ford battery tests
which they identified as being most pertinent to the five-

step Osborn-Parnes Model.

3.

Greater emphasis was given to examples from the batLery of
tests devel-oped by Guil-ford and his associates. Guilfordrs
Structure-of-Intel-1ect Model- has broken down the creative
process into numerous dimensions so that comprehensive
research studi-es have utilized them.

test originator hras provided with a set of definitions
for the five-step Osborn-Parnes Model-. However, a limitation
of this study is the degree of inconsistency among their
interpretations of the steps as they apply to their own Lests.

Each

Hgpothesis
The foll-owing

is the hypothesis of the research:

There are current assessment measures which can be matched with
creative problem-solvj-ng processes.withi-n the Osborn-Parnes Crea-

tive

ProbJ-em-Sol-ving Model-.

68P^rrr." and Noll-er, Toward Supersanity.
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Study Sunple

of tests from the Guilford battery was made on
the basis of their use in research conducted (from L959-L972) by
The selection

Parnes and hi-s associate"6grTA and Parnes and Noll-er.71
Parnes and
Lhose

his associates

comprehensivel-y analyzed and seLected

tests of the GuiLford battery which most

creative Problem-solving

Model- devel-oped

paraLl-el-ed

the five-step

by osborn and parnes:

72

WLtiLe ue tq,Lk about 'fact-f,Lnding, and tprobLem-finddng,l
Gui'Lford coDers these processes -i.n his fiz,st tuo opez,a"t7ons,
tco.gnition' and'memoryt; o.ur tidea-f.tndingt poooLLnl"
GuiLford's operati,on of tdiuergent productioi,; and ou.r
tsoLution-finding' deaLs uith pz,oce-sses simiLar to
those in
Gui.Lfordt s teonue,gent produciion, and,euaLuation. I Hence,
i'n our research designo ue seLeet tests of eaeh operation
in Guilfordts struetuz,e-of-rnteLLect i,n ord.ez' to Zetey,mi,ne
uhich ones oLU. cou.Tses az,e affecting.

The remaining

tests were selected from

among those

reported in

articles appearing i-n the Jouv,nal of cneatiue Behau'Lor between
years L967-L976. These

articles

have been compj_led

the

into a series of

two mini-books and are attached as Appendix C.

69P"rrr." and Meadow, Effects of Brainstorming.
70s. J. Parnes and A. Meadow,
"Evaluation of persistence of
Effects Produced by a creative problen-Sol-ving course r* psycltnlogica\

Reports

7

(L960) 2357-36L.

7lPurrr." and Noller, Toward Supersanity.
7zl:bid., p. 26.

of further information, the JournaL of Cy.eatiue BeVnui,oz,
was organized to seek out and publ-ish the most current and pertinent
By way

fitaterial re1-ating to creativity and probJ_em-solving, including crea-

tivity assessment.

Arnong

the

members

of the JCts Advisory Board, listed

below, are recognLzed authori",ties in the area of creativi.ty assessment:

J. P. Guilford
Harry Hansen
Harold F. Harding
S. I.

Leo B. l4oore
Sidney J. Parnes
Cal-vin lI. Tayl-or
E. Paul Torrance

Hayakawa

Albert Upton
Frank E. Williains

Donald Id. l,IacKinnon

J. H. McPherson
Ross L. Moonev

Pnoceduz.e and Nature
of Data CoLLecti.on

Once the assessment measures

to be incLuded in the study were

identified, a summary sheet containing the
prepared for each one:
1..

Name

2,

Name(s)

of Test;
of Originator(s);

3. Population Intended
4.

Purpose

5. Test

fo1-lor^ring informati"on was

For;

of Test;

Descripti_on;

6. originatorrs
Model which

comments (including steps of osborn-parnes
the test predominantly focused on).

following test originators were contacted by mail: J. p.
Guil-ford, E. P. Torrance, John c. Flanagan, s. A. Ivlednick, Itr. A. owens,
The

and

A. L. Simberg, and asked to provide information rel-ative to their

neasures. A data col-Leccion sheet (Appendix A) was prepared for each

25

assessment measure showing data

for iterns one through five.

nators were asked to complete each sheet by adding their
item six.

The

origi-

cornments

for

In addition to the l-etter of request, a copy of Parnesr defi-

nitions for the five-steps of his nodel- was attached.
Although the merits of thts procedure ean readily be seen, it
limitation; i.e., there rnay be a degree of inconsistency
among the test originatorsr interpretations of the five-step process.

does pose one

Definitions
The fol_l-owing
drawn from

a reeent

definitions were basic to the study.

They were

monograph by Parnes:73

O sborn-Pavne s Creatiu e ProbL em-S oLu dng Me tLn d-- f ive-s tep
method which can be appl-ied to all- types of probl-ems.
The five steps are: Fact-Finding, Probl-em-Finding, IdeaFinding, Solution-Tinding, and Acceptance-Finding.

Fact-Einding--the obiect is to prouide as accurate and
conrpLete a pieture as possdbLe of the sik.mtion being
dea'Lt uith, by Listing euerything knotm about the si'k'tation i,ncLuding opinibns and feeldngs. No attenrpt is
made to isolate the most importmtt faets duri'ng the
free-fLoa period; the most pertinent data is sifted
out and cLarified Latev'.
Pv,oblern-Finding--statements of the probLem to be
attacked ffie formulated
fnom the facts gathered in
-step. Besi.des
stretching for the broad
the preuious
statement of a probLem" it is inrpoz'tant to bv'eak doun

the eornprehens'Lue general chaLLenge i,nto its subpz'obLems.
Aften mouing 'Lnto broader as ueLL as more speci'fi'c
aspects of the situation" deferz'ing iudgment so as to

73s. l. Parnes, "Group Creativity
r" Creatiue Psyehiatny'
ed. F. F. Flach (Ards1-eY' New York: Geigy PharmaceutJ-ca1-s, L976)
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pvoduce mana aLterrlati,ues dn each d.dz,ect.Lon, it
ds neees_
sary to stop to eualuate and seleet the poobLo -"tatement
tVmt seems to be most fru,Ltful to erpLorZ
for speeific
ideas.

rQea-Finddng--in thi-s step, ideas az.e stirntlated and. alloued.
to pour out without-,eualuating whieh
moz,e z,eleuant than
others, once the idea.*7ri,stin-g phase at"e
ds ervnusted, then tite
most potentialLq promdsiig ones- ane singled out
fot, fu,then
deueLbprnent.
S,oLution-Finding--lef7.red jud.gnent is ernploged to d.euelop
the Longest possible Lis.t of cli,teria, ti"tu'itig potential
consequenees, Tepe,cuss'tons, and effeets bg uhi.zh
to eualu_
ate the tentatdue soLutions, seLected. criieiia at,e
then
appLied to the most pnomisdng id.eas.
Aeceptance-Finding--uaa s
nmplementing the seLected id,eas
.2{ no
az'e thought up' again" uith
mental rlestz.i,etions. Then
iydgmqnt is applied to seleet the best ways and. to uo,k
them 'tnto a plan of action.

CHAPTER V

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA

The GuiLford Battery

Table 1 shows Guir-fordrs srructure*of-rntellect (s-o-r)

abilities

assessed by him as bei.ng most rel-evant

to the

Osborn-

Parnes Model and

the corresponding Guilford assessment measures.
rhe interpretation of the trigram synbol for each s-O-r
category is
shown

in

Appendix B.

tests are designed for adult lever except those in paren_
theses which are in the battery of creativity Tests
for chir-dren.
A11

These

testsr whil-e recormnended by the originators for use belor,u
the

junior-high school 1-eveL, are al-so quite usabl_e
above that age level.74
Although Guilford was originally asked to respond to thirteen
seLected measures, he expanded
cl-uding

This

the listing to thirty-two measures, in_
examples fron the battery of creativity Tests for
children.

additional data serves to

this study more comprehensive.
Guilfordfs analysis identified eighteen different s-O-r care_

gories (out

of the total-

make

in the s-O-r Model) as being most rel_evant
to the osborn-parnes Moder-: two in the Fact-Finding phase,
five in
Probl-em-Finding, eight in the rdea-Finding, four
in solurion-Finding,
and two

in Acceptance-Findi-ng. His

Parnes Model

8, L976,

L2o

are also shown in

corunents on each

step of the osborn_

Tabl_e 1.

74P"r"orr"1 correspondence

with J. p. Guilford dated

september
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The Toz,y,anee Batteng
Tabl-e

2 is a comparison of the terminoLogy of steps within the

Torrance and osborn-Parnes Models

of creative problem-so1-ving. rt is

interesting to note that the first step is defined as "sensing problems
and chal-lenges"

in the Torrance Model

"rra

in
"" "fact-finding"

the

0sborn-Parnes Model-. This by no means constitutes a disagreement, since
awareness

to objectives, needs,

call-ed for before the

probl-ems, and chal-lenges

first step of the

is

expected or

Osborn-parnes l,todel.75 The

model

pertains once such awareness exists.

TABLE

2.--comparison of the terminol-ogy of steps within the Torrance
and Osborn-Parnes Model-s of ereative probl_em-so1-ving

Step

Torrance Model

Osborn-Parnes Model

Sensing problems and

tr'act-Finding (into area

cha11-enges

of prior initial
or concern)

aware-

ness
Recognizing the real

Problem-Finding

problem

Producing aLternative
soluti-ons

Idea-Finding

Evaluating ideas

Sol-ution-Finding

Preparing to put ideas

Acceptance-Finding

to

use

T5P.r"orrrL conversations with Sidney J. Parnes.
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Torrance's analysis
Osborn-Parnes Model_

of the relationships of his tasks within the

is contained in Table 3. Further analysi.s indicated

Lhe fol-1owin!:

There was no relationship betr,iben the tasks within
any of the
tesrs reviewed and the fourth (so1-ution-Finding) step
wirhin
the Osborn-parnes Mode1.
The tasks within the Torrance creativity Tests are
divergent_
oriented, with heavy emphasis on Fact-Finding,
rdea-Finding,

and Accep tance-Finding.

The relatlonships_of_the eighteen tasks within
the four tests
examined were as follows: ieven acti.vities
related
to Fact_
Finding; six activities reJ-ated to rdea-Finding; three
activi_
ties related to problem-Finding; and nine activities related

to

Accep

tance-Finding.

of the twenty-five activi.ties were each rerated to
different steps within the osborn-parnes Moder.
seven

two

0n1-y the Torrance Tests of creativ-e Thinklng (thinking
with words) contained activities whieh reraied to four creatively
of the
five steps within the osborn-parnes Model. The remaining
tests
contained activities reLated to three sLeps.
TABLE

3.--Relationshi.ps of rasks wirhin the Torrance Creativity
Tests
to stages withj-n the Osborn-Parnes Model_

Steps within OsbornParnes Model

Fact-Finding

Activities
Activity

1:

Fact-Finding
Problern-Finding

Activity

2:

Idea-Finding
Acceptance-Findins

Activiry

Idea-Finding
Acceptance-Finding
(sonetirues)

Activity

Idea-Finding

Activity

Asking Questions
Guessing Causes
3:
Guessing Consequences
4:

Produet Improvement
5:

Test

Torrance Tests of
Creati-ve Thinking

Verbal-FormsA&B
(Thinking Crea-

tively wirh Words)
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TABLE

3.--Continued

Steps within OsbornParnes Model

Activities

Fact-Finding

Activ{tY

Acceptance-Finding

Activity

ProbLem-Finding
Acceptance-Finding

6:
Unusual''Questions

Just

7:

SuPPose

Activity

1-:

Picture Construction

Test

Torrance Tests of
CreaLive Thinking
Verbal-FormsA&B
(Thinking crea-

tivel-y with

Words)

(Continued)

Torrance Tests of
Creative Thinking

Figural-FormsA&B
(Thinking CreativelY with ?ictures)

Problem-Finding
Acceptance-Finding

ActivitY 2:
Incompl-ete Figures

Idea-Finding
Acceptance-Finding

ActivitY

Fact-Finding

Thinking CreativelY
About the Future
Forms A & B

Acceptance-Finding

ActivitY 1:
untitled
ActivitY ,.
untiLled
ActivitY 3:

Fact-Finding

ActivitY

Thinking CreativelY

Fact-Finding

ActivitY

Tact-Finding

ActivitY

3:

Acceptance-Finding

ActivitY

4:

Idea-Finding

Idea-Finding
Acceptance-Finding
(sometimes)

3:
Figures
Repeated

untiLl-ed

1:
Common Problems

2:
Observations

?rovocative Questions

Prediction

ActivitY

5:
Improvements

About Teaching and
Learning, Forns A &
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The Flanagan Battez'Y

Flanaganrs tests seem to be rel-ated
phase

of

to the Solution-Finding

the,Osborn-Parnes Model-' But, Flanagan points

out that:

76

These iterns ay,e i.ntend.ed. to measu.re a combination of i,dea-"
solution-, ffid aceeptanc?-f-lnd,ing as a combined opez'ation'
rnL""-*rp,f^Lti"ti"""-Ttte aUttnt[' tb fi,nd m.-unusuaL, uery pat
oT neqt, ueTy effectiue soLution to a pTobLem--not by arraying aLL po""lbiu' aLterrntiues and,ueigh3ryO thei'r' usefulne-ss
bult Uy i ft as;tt of dnslght that f hnue- felt is best caLled
.

i,ngenuity.

If

one vnd

to pick

to soLut'Lon.

one

of the three" rtd

say

it

uas closest

The 0uens & Schwnakez' Test

0r"r,"77 reported that the Power Source Apparatus Test signi'fi-

cantly discriminated creative vs. non-creative machine designers' In
his mind the test is 1arge1-y a measure of ldea-Finding as defined in
the Osborn-Parnes Model.
The Medni,ek & HaLPern Test
MednickT8 feel-s

that the

Remote AssociaLes

Test is related to

the ldea-Finding, Solution-Finding, and Acceptance-Finding steps

of

the

0sborn-Parnes Mode1.

76P"t"orr"1 correspondence
TTPersonal. correspondence
18' L976.

TBPersonal correspondence
L4,

L97

6.

with John C. Flanagan (undated, L976) '
with Wil-l-iam A.

Owens dated October

with Sarnoff A. Mednick dated October
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The
SimbergTg

Hwri's

& Si'mberg Test

stated that the

AC

Test of Creative Abil-ity:

.medsuv'esfLuency'fLeuibiLitgofthought.andoriginaLi'ty'
are pe.Dasiue th,ough Parts
wobabLA-itt tioL"n- of iWtn -factorsUei'-nO
measured is mt abiLi'ty
Whgt.2s
I, fI, and V of tLn test'(fLuency')
thoug.hts.,.eonsequenees'
of
guantittt
To i.oU"ti,ze
-ia tt ni ftiA:ffi;Lt
ionstu'ai'ned bv habi't' stereotntnq
;A";;(
typed thLnkdng m'i eonlorTni-ty ilennbi'LitU)'

II^'
uouLd therefore appear' to me, t?wt Pav'ts I' A c c 1:ly^^"^7'*!1
ep tanc e - t' Lnd"and
r dea-Findi,ng, ^
co rt, eLate ui,th iac t_\7nding,
aLtermatt)ues
of
ina. sinee ,o" "o"ii L'e se"ekdng a La.r'ge .1i'st
7"*"i,;h;;""h +;*"h;;se, pz'io, to settins iudsnentaL'

It

Inad'ddtion,thesethreepartsofthetestwouLdgi.eLdanestimate of originaLitg '

of the Fo.r'ty.-one
"A Sunrnat'y-Analysis
MeasuY'es Ermnined
AssesZment

Theforty-onetestsexaminedinthisstudyaretabulatedin
conrments' the following
Table 4. Based on the test originaEorsr owll
measures and the stages
relationshiPs were found between the assessment
:
within the Osborn-Parnes Model of Creative Problem-Solving
SteP within OsbornParnes ModeJ

Fact-Fi-nding

Cornments

Only seven out of the forty-one tests
showed a relationshiP to the FactFinding step- They may be broken down
as follows:
Three tests from the Guilford
Laboratory were directlY rel-ated; three tests from the
Torrance batterY contained at
least one activity within each
test which was related; and the
I{arris-simberg AC Test of Creative AbilitY contained three

acti-vities

rel-ated"'

79P.t"orrtl corresPondence with Alvin L. Sirnberg dated october

t.

-,
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Step within Osbor,nParnes Model
ProbJ-em-Finding

Conments

Only six out of the forty-one tests
showed a rel-ationship to the Probl-emFinding step. They may be broken
dgwn as foLlows:
Four tests from the Guil-ford
Laboratory were directly reLated, one of these tests had
three activlties; two tests from
the Torrance battery contained

at least one activity within
each test which was rel-ated.

Idea-Finding

0f the forty-one tests, twenty six
showed a rel-ationship to the ldeaFinding step. They may be broken
down as

follows:

Nineteen tests from the
Guil-ford Laboratory were

directly rel-ated; four tests

from the Torrance battery
contained at l-east one activity within each test which

was reLated; Mednick-Ha1-pernrs
Remote Associates Test and
Owens-Schumakerrs Power Source
Apparatus Test were di-rect1-y
related; Harris-Simberg TesL

of Creative AbiLity contained
three activities related.

Sol-ution-Finding

Only six out of the forty-one tests
showed a rel-ationship to the Sol-utionFinding step. They may be broken down
as fol-l-ows:
Three tests from the Guil-ford
Laboratory were directly related, one of wtrich had only
one activity that was reLatedl
both Flanagan Ingenuity Tests
were directly related; MednickHalpernr s Remote Associates
Test was related.
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Step withi.n Osborn_
pernes Model
Accep

Cornments

tance-Finding

tile forry_one rests, ten
:f relationshio
a

showed

Fi"di,,;-;;#:" ;;";n;.fT:rffffi:;

.^ down

as foLlows:

Four tests from the
Guilford
Laboratory
-;;i,':::.
1;;; ;
s.lijj'lni" Torrance b"aigr{ contained
least one activity within ar
each
test which
r

;"
n"rp
",,,
was reLated;

;ffi . :.i:ff :i"r:s"i:5;

Converti"ng the data

17.1 percent

. J{1Ti"-siru"Ji r.",
of Creative Abilit,
rhree acrivitie" r"rri"i]-...
"r"i"ii"a

into percentages,

r^/e

find that:

1f. the - tests examined
rerared
to Fact_Finding,

J.4.6 percent

relared to problem_Finding,

63.4 percent
14.6 pereent

related to Idea_Finding,
related to Solution_Finding,

24.4 pereent

related to Acceprance_Findins.
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CHAPTER

VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

ConcLusions

creativity

of

and problem-solving have
been studied i.n a
ways, rewarding the many researchers
with valuable

variety

insights.

The

Largest number and perhaps the
most meaningful advances
have been made
during the past quarter of a century.
Although these appear to be
on
a broad spectrun, three major
areas of focus can be easiLy
identified:

(1) the identi.fication of creative
eharacteristics , (2) the nature
of
the creative process, and (3)
the nurture of creative behavior.
Adnittedly the literature offers
an abundance of approaches
within these three areas. But, suumarizes
Davis:80
no theoret'ieal or enrpdnicaL
appnoaeh has q, corner on
Rathez'.,
appz,;;2i".".
suppT"mnnt
"ti
eacvr othez,, par_
ti eul at Ly,
-the
ai
[
oZI
r
u" I
por.tant dunensdons
^.:, "_"pw'",
"*uhieh" othe|
n o u t dm _
"TyZi- uZni,tp'irts
,
"n Vnue
i.gnored.
Arnong the approaches which
appear repeatedly

'
tz'uth'

":i

throughout the

literature was the increasingly popular
osborn-parnes creative problem_
soJ'ving Mode1. rts five
distinct sequenti.aL stages appear
to synthesize
the nost crucial dirnensions
of the many preceding
viewpoints

in the area of creative

as weLL as concurrent

problem_solving.

During the past twenty_five years,
literalJ-y tens of thousands
of individuals have participated
in cLasses, seminars, and institutes

a,

t

which

utilized this five_st€p process,
For the most part these

F

B0Davis, psychology

of

problern Solvingr

p

.

L64.

programs

4:4

were regarded as group process. Thus, the many participants gained

insights into and coLlectively practiced the art of creative problemsolving.
But mor'e recently there has been a notieeabl-e and significant

shift of
ai-so be

emphasis from group process

util-ized by groups.

Much

\to an individual process which may

of this

change ean be

attributed to

the efforts of Sidney J. Parnes and the Creative Education Fotrndation.

In an articl-e focusing on the Annual- Creative

Problem-Sol-ving

Lnstitutes (CPSI) which are cosponsored by the Creative Edueation
Foundation and the State University

Co1-1-ege

at Buffalo,

Parnes8l

describes the process:

the pnoblem-soluing process beeomes one of opening up
the seLf to the fullest possi,bLe drtaveness of tLte storeVpuse
of energg and Tesourees uithi,n oneseLf--'Ln onets uast mental
Ldbra:z,g of Life enperience--as ueLL as in tVp uast data of
the erterrwl uorld. ProbLem-solui-ng becomes the task of
finding the gz,eatest nunber of i,ntercormeeti,ons and interv,eLationshi,ps anong these uast resol,trees, ineludi,ng the Layer
upon Layer of primany inforrnation stored in our brai,n eelLs
from binth and ersen from embrgondc states. }ne searehes for
the kLnds of sgnez,gistt)c cortnections tlwt one eqn make touard
the soLution of onets pnobLems" onets goaLs, one's uishes,
one's aspirations, onets Vnpes, onets fueuns--fon oneseLf,
ort€ts fmniLg, onets gnoup" onets soei,ety, one's uorLd, one's

T?ws

t

tmioerse.

The basic model used

in the beginnlng

programs

of the Annual

five-st€p process. Yet neither at the

CPSIts

is the

CPSIfs

nor at any of the other programs is any formal- attempt made to

Osborn-Parnes

diagnosticall-y determine an j-ndividual-ts strengths or weaknesses within
B1-

S. J. Parnes,

of Creatiue BeLnuiov,

9

TTCPSI--A Program

(L975):26-27

.

for

Balanced Growthr" Joutme,L
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the process that he/she j.s encouraged
to i.nternal-ize. Were we capable
of actuar-Ly measuring an individuar.rs
weakness within the model_,
then
the program cour-d be augmented (on
an individuaL basis) to insure
more
effecti've internali zation of this
i-ife-10ng probl_em-solving process.

rt

with this aspirati.on that this research
was conducted. to
test the hypothesis that current assessment
measures can
was

be rnatched with
creative problem-sol-ving processes
within the five-step 0sborn_parnes
creative problem-soLving Model.
within the purpose, seope, and liurita_
tions of this study, the hypothesis
appears to be supported.

But, there are certain factors which
shour-d prompt us to

with caution:

1. There is

the

*."*,,331"'#lr3iglT3i;f"'3:: l;"il rhar a resr
wvnt is
then, by the test is not some

reaL1y

entity

^no"I:rO"
int e LLig

enc e oy ap ti tud.
ab'LL'Ltg, oz, uvnLeun"l--au|" thn e " ".tl"i *nZnt,
a subject
wLn is asked to penform in"ior:nbnt*riot, of
tasks in "a ipe.t fi.ed
uqA. Anastasi cont,tnues",,Whetheiean
serue qs an effecti,ue 'ind.ea of
"".il"n2f*s.toz,
othez,
L:;7*;;" ean be
detez,m.ined
--

on\y ba

(

-

w,gout,,

(p. zs), rn
of beVmut)or,,

othez. u)onds,
"r,p;;;;;L auo sets
?,rp7"?q
test beLnui.oz,^""*^T:
arzd rnntest
binnutot,.

It is not difficrll-t
1o iur,agine thar differences may exisr
in which
iial"ian"ls
solvi'ng tasks in rest siruati-on:-Trd respond to probremthe way in wrrieh rhey
night acruaLlv respond to r..i--iii"-"i.ir;;J:
rherefore,
we cannot assume that actuaL
real life probi"r_"of.rirrg
processes are raking pJ-ace rwirhint
when we
have nor been able Io'."i"tri"i"'.r,". ." i;il"i;".,
at least not sole1y on the t;i" of "" ;;;;Jl_or-ract;
eurrent assessmenr
rleasures.
between the way

82W"1"h,

Creativity and Intelligence, p .

zj,,

proceed
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operating more
his training programs- aseverything
Prtrr.""83 describes
knor'm
util-izing
or less on a ,,shotgun,' uppror.il,
the
use
to
prefer
woul-d
-i""oi"e
and examiniog tf't iesul-ts'-.He
LexoLng in on each
time in
"rifl-e" "pnt3"Ii'*tiitr'-tot'ra
diagnosed' But this may be some

person'" ,r.ta"-ts
the future'

insigfrt into an individualrs strengEhs
the
Z. If we atcempt uo gaintt't
ostrorn-parnes Model through exeror weakne"""" ti'f,i"
should
we
t_hen
use of creativity assessment measures,
the test tasks;
use'of
;;a
cise cautioo'ii'ir'!-"tit"ti""
and wi-th good reason'

some of the
is stil-l- some controversy surrounding
For examstudyin this
assessmen. *ll""i"s invesrigared Test is considered by some
ple, Medni.ft;" Remote Associates
more than a creativitv test imagito tap verbal inLel-Ligence
irt". it punishes
should, "rra-ro-lgfer lhe p""Ii[iiiiv
native """*"t"'84
expect to use current assessIt would seem alsot thaf -if wediagnosis'
we shoul-d expect
ment meas"t;; ;;;-individuat
a higher degree of reliasone of ,ntl" *t"""tt" to hat'"
bi1-ity than they currentLy show'
to identify
measures investigated tend
3. Most of the assessmentonly
measures'
six of the forty-one
divergent "tiiiiit"'
thu test origiidentified as being converg-eii i;-ol:ttt-lt step of the osbornnarors, rurl"a.i-ro"rrrg.so_tiaiorr-rirrdlng
that none of the six measures
Parnes uoa"ii=*p;;";;85 feel-s
in.the.Osborn-Parnes Model-'
Lruly r.f"il" ro ioturi""-fl"ai"g
Byhisatriiiti"n'-ioruti";;;il;"!invol-v"sdeferredjudgpossible l-ist of criteria' includment to develop the l-ongesi t"p"t"'''""ioo"1 and effects by
ing potential cons"q""""""'
whichtoeval-uatethe'"otttit'Lsol-utions;afterthisis
are sel-ected and appl-ied
done, the most pertinent ttii"titNone of the assessment measures
to the most promising ideas'
rhis rvpe of behavior'
invesrigar"atii"iil"""l,ray- calr- for

There

Recorwnendati,ons

of the investithis studY, incl-uding the exPeriences
recommendations are proPosed:
gation in conducting it, the folLowing
Based on

B3Pur"o"u1 conversations

with

Sidney

84c. A. Davis, "In Frumious Pursuit
(L975):76'
IownnL of- Cieatiue BeLnuior 9

J.

Parnes '

of the Creative

?ersont
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l-' studies shourd be conducted to check the
classifications
in actual_ experimentaL designs.
2' Additional.studies shour-d be conducted
to determine just
how effectively current assessnent
measures
can be used
to di-agnose rhe individuar-'s streng;;-;;;eaknesses
wirh_
Osborn_parnes five_srep Creirive probt_ern_Solving
,
illa:f
3' rf the currently avafr-abr-e creative
assessment measures
are ro be used for individuar. aiagno;i;;";;""
addirionar.
effort shour-d be extendea io insuie *rrr
itr."e
measures
have a sufflcienrly high degree of
reLiability.
4' Additionar- investigati-ons should be focused.
on deveL0ping
assessment measures specifiea'Ly
relating
to
vel0pment' Der-iberatl criteria devel-opment, criteria dewhiLe a crux
of the Osborn_parnes Modeir
to
-ir,i;
be
ignored
by the
resr originarors represenr.a-"."*"
i"
;"d;.'
5. Some effort shoul_d be made t
currenr assessmenr measure"'?rill3i[S:J'lftffif:':.ijrl
to combin. fo:::"
develop a measure or series of
-to
measures speciflca'ly_
designed

weaknesses or strengchs
Probl_em-Solving LloaJL

6'

to a"t.r*irrJ an
wiirrin trt. o"toirr-i"rrr."i.ndividuar.rs
creati.ve

the proper instruments
identified, modified, or
1'eshould
pro""arrr"
te estatrished where_
"o*"rhe Annual cpsrr;-r;;
by parricipants of
Ji"rti,r" probl_em_

'nce
devel-oped,
then

soLving courses or seminars shou'd
b. ;;";;; ro derermr_ne
their individuar- weaknes".s o"_strengths
within the process
being urir-ized. nr"i"g-iJInrified
short or long range remedial effortsr8i".i". r.aknesses,
(in tie form of personal
exercises, etc.)
53lillffli3l
""r,-i.'i.r..r,=.o correcr rhe

l

4B

APPENDIX

A.--Data collection sheets for
the assessment measures
investigated

NAME OF TEST:

NAME OF ORIGINATOR(S):

POPIILATION INTENDED FOR:
PURPOSE OF TEST:

TEST DESCRIPTION:

ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

i
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NAME OF TEST:

Alternate Methods (unPublished)

NAME OF ORIGINATORS:

i
GuiJ-f ord s''Laboratories

POPULATION INTENDED FOR:

Junior high schooJ- through college

PURPOSE OF TEST:

Measures cognition

TEST DESCRIPTION:

ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

and

adu]-t leve1s

of

semantic implications

Subjects are presented rorith problem
situations to whi-ch they are to find
as many alternate solutions as possible '
appearances are deceiving'
that it measures SI
ability CMI (cognition of semantic implications), r,rhich was originall-y known as put
"sensitivity to problems." This woul-d

In this case'

Anal-ysis showed

it in the area of Fact-finding'
There are betLer tests for this factor-Pertinent Questions or Seeing Problems'
both of which are published; Alternate
Methods is not.
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NAME OF TEST:

Alternate Picture

NAME OF ORIdINATORS:

GuiLfordrs Laboratories

POPULATION IMENDED FOR:

Junior high schooL through col_lege
adult l_eveLs

PURPOSE OF TEST:

Measures ideational_ fl_uency and spontaneous

Meanings

(unpubLished)

and

flexibility

TEST DESCRIPTION:

Subjects: are presented with drawings of
facial expressions and gestures, and are
asked to list as many different meanings

as possible.
ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

A very strong

test for DBU. Most pertinent
to Idea-finding in behavioral- probl_ems but
posslbl-y al.so in probl-em-finding phase.
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NAME OF TEST:

Alternate Uses (AU) (Publ-ished)

NAME OF ORIGINATORS:

Guil-f ord r'3 'Laboratories

POPIILATION INTENDED TOR:

Junior high school- through college

PURPOSE OF TEST:

Measures spontaneous

TEST DESCRI?TION:

Subjects are asked to J-ist other uses for
corunon obj ects.

ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

and

adu]-t J-evels

fl-exibility

for factor
cJ-asses) '
semantic
of
produttion
DMC (divergent

Has been consistenLly successful

apply in Problem-finding phase where
att. ptoLiern sol-ver tries Lo put the probl-em
in iis best class by thinking of one class
afLer another. Perhaps he then has a knownt
stock sol-uLion for that kind of probLem'

Coul-d

apply in ldea-finding when' in aof
very broad search the sol-ver first thinks
particuof
then
f.i;e" (cl-asses) of so1-utions,
ffi.vfiar,in the class (rhe l-arrer involving
Dlfl).
Coul-d al-so

PubLished

test is

avail-abl-e

in two forms'
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NAME OF TEST:

Appararus

Tesr

(unpubLished)

I

I

NAME OF ORIGINATORS:

GuiJ-ford

POPIITATION INTENDED FOR:

Junior high school- through coL1_ege and
adul-t level_s

PURPOSE OF TEST:

Measures i"deational- fluency and

TEST DESCRIPTION:

Subjects are asked to suggest two improve_
ments for the conrnon objects presented.

ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

Successful_ for CMI, hence for Idea_finding.
(Two pubLished tests for CMI aLready
suggested. )

I

s Laboratories

originality
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NA},IE OF TEST:

NAME OF ORIGINATORS:

POPULATTON ].NTENDED FOR:

PURPOSE

OF TEST:

TEST DESCRI?TION:

ORI,GINATORS COMMENTS :

consequences

(cQ)

(Published)

Guilfordt s Laboratories

Junior high school rhrough college

and

adul-t l-evels
Measures

ideational fluency and originality

many different
Subjects are asked to list asconnection
with
in
ean
consequences as they
described'
the new and unusiai'siuuations

Mainly useSuccessful for DMU and for DMI'
phase;
ldea-finding
l"i i" connection with in- Probl-em-finding
but DlfI could also apply be reinterpreted'
phase, where ptoUf"tl'nust

is scored
It might be noted that this testconsequences
in two ways--nr.rmber of obviousconsequences for
for DMU and number of remote
D}fI.
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NAME OF TEST:

NAME

qF

ORIGINATORS:

Multiple Social

probLems

(unpublished)

Guilford I s Laboratories

POPIILATION INTENDED FOR:

College students and adults

PURPOSE OF TEST:

lvleasures

divergent production of behavioral_

i.urpli.cations
TEST DESCRIPTION:

of a typical family are d.escribed
test item. Subjects are asked to
list_personal probl-ems lhat thev feeL the
people might have with others.
Two people

in

ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

each

DII (divergenr producrion of behavioral+
irnplications) rest. Logically applies to
(because ot its generarion
::1,yt1:n-finding
"potential consequences,
or

and

effects[ in

relat j"onships.

problems

oi

repercussions,
trrro.r, inter_

Also applies to
.sensing social_ problems,
hence relevant for
Faci_findine.
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NAME OF TEST:

NAME OF ORIGINATORS:

POPULATION INTENDED
FOR:
PURPOSE OF TEST:

TEST DESCRIPTION:

ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

Pertinenr Quesrions (pQ) (published)
Guil_ford

I

s Laboratories

High school, coJ-l-ege, and
adult 1eveLs

foresighrs, or
:o":.pl:"l
Y:"::::".
or semantic
impl_ications

cognj.tion

Subjects are Dresented with
situations to
which they rnust seek addi;i;;;i'informarion
through rhe formurrtio"-oi-i.lir"""r
quesrions.
A good test of CMI
mentioned earl_ier.

for Fact_finding,

as
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NAME OF

Pl-ot Titl-es

TEST:

(PT)

(Published)

i

s Laboratories

NAME OF ORIGINATORS:

Gui]-ford,t

?OPULATION INTENDED TOR:

I{igh school, college, and adult l-evels

PURPOSE OF TEST:

Measures ideational- f1-uency and

TEST DESCRIPTION:

Situations are described in story-tel-ling
fashion. Subjects are asked to list as
nany

ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

titl-es as Possible for

originality

each'

Successful- for DMU and DlfT ln ldea-findingt
possibly al-so in ProbLem-finding'

It is for

DMU

when number

responses are counted and
responses are counted.

of non-clever
for DMI when cLever
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NA},IE OF TEST:

NAME OF ORIGINATORS:

PO?ULATION I}UENDED FOR:

PURPOSE OF TEST:

TEST DESCRI.PTION:

Possible Jobs (PJ)

GuiJ-fordt s Laboratories

Junior high school through college

and

adult l-evels

abil-ity to eJ-aborate upon given
l"i..""tion andTor suggest alternaLe
deductions or extensions

Measures

a. series of
Subjects are presented wj-th
many
and are asked to think of as by
"tUi.t"
possibl-e 3oUs which might be indicated

the

ORIGINATORS COI"MENTS :

(Pub1-ished)

emblems.

Good

for DMI'

CouLd apply

in Fact-finding'

Ldea-finding, or Lcceplance-finding'
latter most likel-Y'

the

5B

NAME

OF TEST:

Procedure Application

(unpublished)

NAME OF ORIGINATORS:

Guil-ford I s Laboratories

POPI]LATION INTENDED FOR:

Coll-ege students and adults

PIIRPOSE OF TEST:

Measures ideational- fluencv

TEST DESCRIPTION:

Each item describes a certain procedure
and shows its use in one specifie instance.
Subjects are asked to describe other instances in which the same procedure may be
used.

ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

Possibly for

NMS

and DMI.
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Different Meanings (unpublished)

NAME OF TEST:

Seeing

NAME OF ORIGINATORS:

Guil-fbrd I s Laboratories

POPULATION INTENDED FOR:

Junior high school- through col-l-ege
adul-t levels

PURPOSE OF TEST:

Measures

TEST DESCRIPTION:

Subjects are asked to l-ist as many dif-

ORIGINATORS

COMI"IENTS :

ideational

f1-uency and

and

fl-exibil-ity

ferent meanings of each word given.

Good for CMl--being able to see different
meanings or interpretations as in Problemfinding when fl-exibil-ity is needed.
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NA},IE OF TEST:

NAME OF ORTGINATORS:

SkeLches

(SKET)

(Published)

GuiLfordt s Laboratories

POPULATION INTENDED FOR:

and
Junior high sehool through college
adult levels

PURPOSE OF TEST:

Measures

TEST DESCRI?TION:

twelve
Four simple figures are repeatedto make
asked
;l;;" ."tr,. subjects are- object'
each oneinto a iecog.nLzabl-e

ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

figural- fluency or divergent
production of figural units

for DFU. Found PerhaPs most in ldeafinding among visual material'

Good

6L

NAME OF TEST:

NAME OF

uriliry Tesr

(uT)

(published)

ORIGINATORS: Guilfordrs Laborarories

POPULATTON TNTENDED

PURPOSE OF

TEST:

TEST DESCRIPTION:

FoR: High school,

co1-1ege, and adul_r l_evel-s.

ideational fLuency and spontaneous
flexibil-ity when scores are number of uses
vs. number of classes are gi_ven, respectivel-y
Measures

Subjects are asked to list as nall uses
possible for cormron objects.

as

i
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NAME OF TEST:

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking:
Verbal Forms A & B: Thinking Creatively
Wirh Words (pubJ_ished)

NAME OF ORIGINATOR:

E. paul

POPULATION INTENDED

Torrance

FOR: Kindergarten through graduate
and profes_
sionaL education

PURPOSE OF TEST:

To assess verbal abiLities/skill_s
involved
ia solving problems; to evaluate effects
of
experimentaL.educational programs,
instruc_

ri.onal marerials;
idenl:r,
gifted srudenrs; roroidenfiry
";;;.i;;i;-verbal creative thinking
"rr"ngrhs in
TEST DESCRIPTION:

Activiry 1 - asking questions to know
exaetly
what is taking place in a gi-ven
picture
Activity 2 - list possibLe causes of
i_n

given picture

the acti.on

Activiry 3 - list consequences of what
i-s taking
place in picture
Activity 4 - list of eleven interesting
and
unusual ways to improve sluffed
toy
Activiry 5 - i-ist interesting and unusual
uses
for enpry cardbJard boxes irorm
A)/
_tin cans (Form B)
Activiry 6- - list
thought
provoki.ng and

unusual
questions about cardboard boxes
(Form A)/tin cans (Forin
B)
Activiry _
7 - Slven an improbably situ"aiorr,
Iist
all possible consequences.
ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

Activity

1

Activiry

2

Activity

3

-_(Asking Quesrions) - sensj.ng prob_
lems and challenges
- (Guessing CauseJ) - recognizing
the real problern; sensing problems
and chall_enges
- (Guessing Consequences) _ producing

alternati.ve solutions; pr"prri"g
to put ideas to use

I
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ORIGINATORS

COMMENTS:

Aetiviry 4 - (Product Improvement) - produeing
aLternative solutions; sometimes
preparing to put ideas to use
,Activiry 5 - (Unusual Uses) - producing al_ternative solutions
Activiry 6 - (Unusual Questions) - sensing problems and challenges
Suppose) - preparing

Activity 7 - (Just

ideas to use

ro pur
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NA]48 OF TEST:

Think CreativeJ-y About the Furure:
Forms A & B
(unpubl-ished)

I

NAUE OF ORIGINATOR:

POPIILATION IMENDED

PURPOSE OF TEST:

E,r"

Paul Torrance

FOR: High school and college
To assess abil_ities and/or skil_l-s in solving
future problems; to assess the effects of
experj.mental_ curricula in problen so1-ving,

futurism, etc;
TEST DESCRIPTION:

(Activities L, 2, 3) based on
future predictions are presentei. Subjects
are asked to imagine the predictions to be
true and to suggest possible al_ternative
Three problems

solutions.
ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

Activity 1- sensing probl_ems and chaLl_enges
Activity 2- producing al_ternative sol-utions
Activity 3- preparing to put ideas to use
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NAI'{E OF TEST:

Thinking Crearivel_y About Teaching and
Learning: Forms A & B (unpubl_ished)

NAME OF ORIGINATOR:

E. Paul Tgrrance

POPULATION INTENDED FOR:

Education majors (college undergraduares)
and teachers

PURPOSE OF TEST:

To assess abilities
problems associated

teaching, etc.

TEST DESCRIPTION:

Activity

1-

-

Actlvity 2 -

in sol_ving creatively
with school_ learning,

presented with a conmon teaching
probl-em, list a1l- of the probleis
the situation suggests
shown a photograph of children j_n

a learning task, list al-l things
they might be learning

Activity 3- l-ist as many provocative questions
as possi"ble about a given topic
Aetivity 4- predict as many problems as possible concernj.ng a given situation
Aetivity 5- ways of improving a given sj.tuation
ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

Activity 1 Activity 2 Acti.vity 3 -

Activity 4 Activity 5 -

(Conrnon Problems) - sensing problems and challenges
(Observations) - sensing problems
and chall_enges
(Provocati-ve Questions) - sensi-ng
problems and challenges
(Predicrions) - preparing ro pur

ideas to use

(Improvements)

- producing alter-

native solutions; possibLy pre_
paring to put ideas to use
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NAME OF TEST:

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking:
Figural- Forms A Bj_ Thinking Crearively
With Picrures 9
(published)

NAME OF ORIGINATOR:

E.

POPULATION INTENDED FOR:

Kindergarten through graduate and profes_
sional- education

PURPOSE OF TEST:

ass-egs figural abil-ities/skiLLs in
J9
tj.ve_ thi_nking; to identify strengths j_ncrea_
thinking in figural- termsi to identify crea_
tively gifted students; to evaluate effects
of training prograns, teaching
methods, etc.

TEST DESCRIPTION:

Activity 1 -

Paul_ Torrance

Activity 2 -

draw_ unconmon, completed object
which uti.l-izes piece of col_ored
paper provided
add, Lines to series of incompl_ete

figures to

make unconmon com_

objects or pictures _
titl_e each picture
Activity 3 - make lro"o*ton ot3."a" or pictures
from series of pairs of straight
lines provided (Form A) /circlJs
provided (Forrn B)
pJ_eted

ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

Activity

- (picture Construction) _ recog_
nizing the reaL problen; pr.plr_
ing to put ideas to use
Activity 2 - (Incompl-ete Figures)
_ recogniz_
ing the real_ problem; preparing
to put ideas to use
Activity 3 - (Repeated Figur"")-_
producing
i_

aLternative solutions; preparing
to put ideas to use

scoring coneepts and ehecklists of crea_
tive strengths give indicators
for tfre fol_

New

rowt_ng: sensing problems and
recognizing the real_ probl_em;chal-Lenges;
prodrr"irg alter_
native solutions; and preparing co put j-deas
to

use.
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NAME OF TEST:

AC

NAMES OF ORIGINATORS:

D. II,..garrj_s and A. L. Simberg

POPIILATION INTENDED FOR:

Coll-ege through adul_t leveIs

PURPOSE OF TEST:

Measures

Test of Crearive Abilitv

fluency, flexibility,

originality

TEST DESCRIPTION:

and

Part I - list as many possible consequences
for five described situatj.ons; part II _
List as many reasons or expl-anations of
five given statements assumed to be true;
Part III - l-ist improvements for five given
cormnon machines or appl_iances; part IV _
l-ist least expensive and ti_me consuming
solutions for five given probLern situaiions;
Part V - l_ist a1_L possible uses for five
given coilmon objects.

ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

The AC Test of Creative Ability measures
fJ-uency, flexibility of thought, and
originaliry. probably al_l_ three of rhose

factors are pervasive through parts I, II,
of the test. What is being measured
,i:_
ability
to verbaL ize a quanrity
""
(fluency)
of thoughts,
ideas
"orr".qrr.rr""",
and the like, without being
constrained by
habit, stereotyped
thinking and conformity
(f1-exibiliry) . - '
and V

It woul-drtherefore, appear to me that parts
I, II, and V should correl_ate with Fact_

Finding, Idea-Findj_ng, and. AccepEance_Find_
ing since you would be seeking a i-arge list
of alternatives from which to ehoose, prior
to getting judgmental.

In addition, these three parts of the test
yield an estimate of originality.

would
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Renote Associates

NAME OF

Test (MT)

.TEST:

NAMES OF ORIGINATORS:

S.'"4: Mednick and S. I{alpern

POPIILATION INTENDED FOR:

Co1-lege students and adults

PURPOSE OF TEST:

Measures

abil-ity to form mutuall-y distant
associative elements into new and useful
combinations

TEST DESCRIPTION:

Each test item consists of three st.imul-us
words drawn from remote association clusters.
Subjects must find a fourth word which eoul-d
serve as an associative link between them.

ORIGINATORS COM}4ENTS :

Idea-finding, Sol-ution-finding,
finding.

Acceptance-
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NAME OF TEST:

Power Source Apparatus Test

NAMES OF ORIGINATORS:

I{. A. Owens, C. F. Schumaker,
J. B. Claf{<o, et al-.

POPULATION INTENDED

FOR:

Col-lege through

adult levels

PURPOSE OF TEST:

To diseriminate between creative
non-creative machine designers

TEST DESCRIPTION:

The subject is asked to "bridge the gapil
between a specified power source and a
given motion sequence.

ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

Significantl-y discriminated creative vs.
non-creative machine designers. In my
rnind the test is 1-argely a measure of idea-

and

7n

NAME OF TEST:

Flanagan Industrial Tests

NAME OF ORIGINATOR:

J" C. Flanagan

POPUI,ATION INTENDED FOR:

Prinarily for

PURPOSE OF TEST:

Measures

peopl-e who

creativity or

- Ingenuity

are seeking jobs

inventiveness
t.

TEST DESCRIPTION:

Test items describe life-like problems.
Although some aspects of the soJ_utions
are given, subjects must real_l_y devel_op
the solution.

ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

These items are intended

to measure a combina_
tion of idea-, sol-ution-, and acceptance_
finding as a combined operatj_on. The emphasis
is on the ability to find an unusual, very
pat or neat, very effective solution to a
problem--not by arraying all possible alter_

natives and weighing thei-r usefulness, but
by a flash of insight rhat I have felr is
best called ingenuity.

If
it

one had to pick one of the three,
was cl-osest to solution-finding.

Ird

say

See, Flanagan, J. C., "The Definition and
Measurement of Ingenuityr" C. Taylor ed.
TLte Second Uniuey'si,tg of tltah Conference on
tLte fdentificati.on of it,eatiue Sctentific
TaLent (1958) University of Urah press.
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NA},IE OF TEST:

(Ingenious Solutions to ?roblems)
IngenuitY Test

NAME OF ORIGINATOR:

J. C. F3'Pnagan

POPULATION INTENDED FOR:

PrimarilY for high school levels

PURPOSE OF TEST:

TEST DESCRIPTION:

Measures

creativity or

inventiveness

TesL items describe l-ife-l-ike problems'
Al-though some aspects of the- solutions
;;;'";i;;", subjetts must reallY develoP

the solution.

ORIGINATORS COMMENTS:

Same as
and PCG

for FIT, FACT' Project TALENT'
forms of the Ingenuity or Crea-

ai"ity Tests (see Previous

Page) '
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APPENDIX

B.--Interpretation of

code designation

for tests

selected

After twenty years of uninterrupted research in the Aptitudes
Research

Project at the University.of Southern California, the Sheridan

psychol-ogical- Services,

Inc. has become the repository of tests

for research purposes.

A number

of the tests

developed

have already been published.

With few exceptions, others have been copyrighted for their protection
and are avail-able

at nominal costs in single copies, with approval for

reproduction for research purposes.

Some

of these tests

may be publ-ished

at later times.
The listing of the tests is organized according to the Structureof-Intell-ect (S-0-I) categories.

The major blocks are

for

Ehe S-0-I

operation categories. Each S-0-I ability is noted by its S-0-I trigram
code designation.

The trigram symbol
parameter

for

each

ability

incl-udes a

letter for

each

of the S-0-I Model, the first letter for the kind of operation

invol-ved, the second l-etter

for the content,

and the

third for the product,

as f ol-lows:

0peration
C

- cognition

F - figural

M

-

S

-

D

- divergent production

M

-

N

-

convergent production

B

E

-

evaluation

memory

Product

Gontent
U

- unit

symbolic

C

- class

semantic

R

- rel-ation

- behavioral

S

-

T

- transformation

system

I - implication

IJ

APPENDIX B.

--Continued

souRCES:J.P.Guilfoxd,rTheNatuv:eofHwnanrnteLLigen-ce

and
(New York: l'tccraw-Hil-t' ::g67i; Intelligence' Ct'eatiuLty'
PubKnapp
R'
Robert
(San
Diego:
TVteiy. E&,rcatdon"i irrpii"ati,ons
of
Analysis
The
Ho-pfner'
J. P. Guilford and R'
lisher, l-968);'(New
York: McGraw-HiLL' L97L) '
InteLLigenee

t4

Creative Growth: The Tests - Book One
Assessing Creative Growth: Measured Changes - Book
' The above two titles are bound at the end of

APPENDIX C. --Assessing

this thesis'

i
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